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Overview
Focus Areas
ProjectsM&S Modeling and simulation is the use of representations of the world either statically or over time for the purpose
of analysis for decision makers, training for operators, or acquisition for future system development. When compared to
conventional training, field experimentation, or physical prototype development, models and simulations can greatly decrease
costs while increasing flexibility and capability in training and analysis. Core Competencies The following is a list of our core
competencies. Our faculty’s expertise and projects all fall within these categories: Augmented Reality & Computer Vision
Human Behavior Simulation Human Systems & Training Computer Gaming, Visual & Web-based Simulation Simulation
Modeling for Analysis Laboratory Facilities Simulation and Training Laboratory SAVAGE Laboratory Motion Capture Studio
Vision Lab Featured Projects Behavior Analysis and Synthesis for Intelligent Training Training Expert Navigation NPS Vison
Lab Landing Signal Officer (LSO) Database Replacement Benefits of working with the MOVES Institute Doing business with
MOVES We are not motivated by profit so we can be objective and unbiased in all we do, focusing on the objectives of the
customer, not of our bottom line. We have a built-in cadre of subject matter experts – the Naval Postgraduate School student
body – who can focus their undivided…
Healthcare Simulation
AcademicsOverview The Modeling, Virtual Environments and Simulation (MOVES) Academic Program at the Naval
Postgraduate School grants Masters of Science and Ph. D. degrees. Our students are offered both fundamental and specialized
courses in modeling and simulation (M&S), visual simulation technology, combat models and systems, and best practices and
tools in support of training, analysis, acquisition, testing and operational capabilities. How can I get a modeling and simulation
degree? Masters Degree The Masters program is a two-year, eight-quarter program whose core covers the fundamentals of
modeling and simulation. Several concentration blocks focus on a variety of important subspecialties. Core Competencies
Specialization Areas History and fundamentals of M&S Applied mathematics Computer systems Virtual environments
Training and human systems M&S systems lifecycle management Modeling (system, combat, real-world physics, VV&A)
JPME level 2 Environmental models, 3D modeling, and web-based technologies; Game-based systems, computer animation
and computer vision; Discrete event simulation; Advanced combat modeling, including social, cultural and behavioral
modeling; Training systems and human factors The final accomplishment in the Masters Degree program is the completion of a
written thesis. This thesis is conducted on a research problem under the supervision of a MOVES faculty thesis advisor. Doctor
of Philosophy The Doctor of Philosophy program is typically a 3-year…
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Analyzing Counter-Piracy Effectiveness utilizing Simkit Discrete Event Simulation
and the MMOWGLI game platform
Presenter: Chad Hutchins, Savage Lab (267)
Somali piracy has plagued the international community for over 6 years.   Pirates have continuously adapted
to naval tactics, resulting in a longer “reach”, increased incidents and deaths, and billions of dollars in
economic cost for the international community.  The current naval mandate outlines a naval strategy to “deter,
disrupt, and suppress” piracy.  Using Discrete Event Simulation (DES) and an event graph methodology this
research will give insight on more effective naval patrol strategies and provide a recommendation for a new
mandate for naval counter-piracy.  Various patrol strategies will be modeled and simulated after extensive
“war gaming” utilizing the MMOWGLI platform.
The demonstration will cover the use of piracyMMOWGLI and how to model the action plans using event-
graph methodology, and simulate utilizing Simkit.
 
Automation of P-3 Simulations to Reduce Operator Workload
Presenter: LT Justin Ross, Lab (210)
Recent budget cuts have force the Navy to rely more heavily on the use of simulations to meet its training
needs.  The Navy uses Fleet Synthetic Training (FST) as one of the key tools for live, virtual, and
constructive training for the fleet.  FST runs on the Navy Continuous Training Environment (NCTE) which
uses Joint Semi-Automated Forces (JSAF) as its core simulation engine.  This research will attempt to save
the Navy money by reducing the number of simulation operators, known as “pucksters”, required to run
terminals for simulating P-3 Aircraft operations in JSAF.  The first step of this research is to conduct an
analysis of the process of operating the simulation by the P-3 pucksters.  Next is to determine the mode of
input/output required to allow software developed from this research to interact with the simulation software. 
The main focus of the research is the development of software using the principles of Mental Simulation to
provide enhanced automation of submarine tracking behavior for the P-3 simulation to minimize the number
of pucksters required to run the simulation.
 
Autonomous Unmanned Vehicle (AUV)
Presenters: Luciano Cerritos (CSU Sacramento State), Kevin Lin (MAOS Monterey High School) and
Don Brutzman, Savage Lab (267)
The NPS Autonomous Unmanned Vehicle Workbench (AUVW) supports physics-based mission rehearsal,
real-time task-level control of robot missions, and replay of recorded results in support of autonomous
unmanned underwater, surface and air vehicles.  Extensible 3D (X3D) graphics and other open data standards
are used throughout, implemented using open-source software for maximum repeatability and usefulness.
Current work includes addition of joystick control and Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) models by student
interns for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) outreach to undergraduate and high-
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Presenter:Perry McDowell, Classrooms (275 & 285)
Back to Basics is a single-player game built to train prospective commanding officers at Surface Officer’s
Warfare School (SWOS).  In Back to Basics, the students act as they would while  commanding their ships
during counter-piracy operations. The player must follow actual tactics, techniques, and procedures while
utilizing all their ships’ weapon systems to react to piracy events.
 
Bringing Physically Based Simulation Into The Cloud
Presenter: Loren Peitso, Savage Lab (267)
This dissertation describes a simulation engine architecture designed for massively parallel/massively
distributed evaluation of engineering-quality physically-based actions. It is designed to support real-time
performance with (equipment or human)-in-the-loop interactions as a core requirement. The demonstration
implementation will hopefully show good performance in five key simulation properties: network latency
mitigation, scalability, multi-domain capability, repeatability and high reusability. A core contribution of this
work is the network latency hiding accomplished through projections of future motion. Latency hiding is
critical to supporting accurate, scalable (equipment or human)-in-the-loop interactions. This is accomplished
by adaptation of the discrete event driven simulation paradigm into a massively parallel/massively distributed




Presenter: Curtis Blais, Lab (212B)
We have been putting together a laboratory to support faculty and student instructional projects and research
projects. The facility is taking shape with such systems as the Joint Semi-Automated Forces (JSAF), Marine
Air-Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Tactical Warfare Simulation (MTWS), Combined Arms Analysis Tool for
the 21st Century, agent-based modeling tools and development environments, and other resources. Laboratory
resources have been provided or supported by the Naval Warfare Development Command, US Marine Corps,
and Navy Modeling and Simulation Office.
 
Damage Visualizer
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Presenter: Jeff Houde, Lab (211)
Damage Visualizer is a CAD-like application built to assist the Ship Survivability Directorate at Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock.  It allows analysts to examine simulated ship damage in a highly
detailed, interactive 3D model.  The damage is computed by a program performing Monte-Carlo simulations
and output to a file.  The application reads the file and allows the analyst to view any of the thousands of runs
at any time after weapons’ impact.  The Damage Visualizer is an example of how graphical techniques can
assist analysts in reviewing extremely large data sets.
 
DoD Computer Vision Algorithm Collection and MediaAnalyst Tool
Presenter: Mathias Kolsch & Jon Schmid, Vision Lab (212A)
This demonstration showcases how a DoD-wide collection of media analysis algorithms comes to fruition in
a software tool.  “MediaAnalyst” permits searching for visual information in media from satellites, unmanned
drones, or even handheld cellphone video, without requiring knowledge of the underlying algorithms.
 
Evaluating the Effect of Distraction on Basic Task Performance
Presenters: Eric McMullen &  Shane Grass, Classrooms (275 & 285)
If humans have a limited capacity by which to divide attention, at what point does divided attention affect
performance of a primary task? Officers conducting operational tasks such as driving a ship or flying an
aircraft are often inundated with reports spanning from equipment status to mission updates. They are
pertinent to task accomplishment, but have the potential to distract the operator to a point that their primary
task may be degraded. Investigation into the possibility that distractions, although relevant, may significantly
hinder an operator’s performance will give the military insight into how safe, effective task completion can
be improved.
 
The Eyes: Windows into the Successful and Unsuccessful Strategies
Presenter: Ji Hyun Yang, Lab (212B)
Training Expert Navigation lab uses neurophysiological assessment in virtual environments, specifically eye
gaze parameters captured through eye-tracking, to investigate how warfighters experience challenging
helicopter situations (i.e., overland navigation, search and rescue) and STA (Search and Target Acquisition)
situations (i.e., IED detection), and the cognitive strategies and visual scan processes utilized by experts to
successfully perform in these situations.
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FOCUS (Flow of Communication upon Society) 1.0 Demonstration
 Presenter: Steven B. Hall, Conference Room (273)
FOCUS 1.0 is the debut release of a tool designed to help military analysts and planners understand the
influence of social and mass media on social stability.   It provides a framework for exploring and
understanding how modifications to the existing information infrastructure of a region can influence the
governance of that region when there are competing Factions vying for control.  And it aids in understanding
where and how environmental conditions affect that influence.
A guiding principle behind the design of FOCUS has been to ensure flexible support, with clearly defined
interfaces, for the inclusion of alternative social science models of individual and network-centric collective
decision making and habit formation.
Two important features of this release are a Prospect Theory based model of the value that populations place
on the goods and services that they perceive were delivered and the influence of their
collective anticipation, based on what they perceive was promised by the competing Factions along with how
relevant those promises were and what has actually been delivered in the past.
FOCUS provides the analyst/planner with a display of how Faction loyalty/content will evolve under the
current conditions.  FOCUS is implemented as a multi-agent model and provides its own support for
sensitivity analysis.
 
Hamming’s Learning to Learn:  Online Course
Presenters: Callum Gilchrist (UC Berkeley) and Don Brutzman, Savage Lab (267)
“The Art of Doing Science and Engineering: Learning to Learn” was the capstone course by Dr. Richard W.
Hamming (1915-1998) for graduate students at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey California.
This course is intended to instill a “style of thinking” that will enhance one’s ability to function as a problem
solver of complex technical issues. With respect, students sometimes called the course “Hamming on
Hamming” because he relates many research collaborations, discoveries, inventions and achievements of his
own.  In 1995 this became the first quarter-long academic course multicast world-wide using the Internet. 
Current work includes redigitization and online publication of the original Hamming videos as part of an NPS
Sakai-based distance learning course.
 
THE IPARTS SYSTEM: A Landing Signal Officer Improved Performance and
Readiness Training System
Presenter: Tom Batcha, Vision Lab (212A)
The Landing Signal Officer (LSO) community is responsible for ensuring the safe and expeditious recovery
of fixed-wing aircraft aboard United States Navy Aircraft Carriers.  IPARTS is a hardware-software system
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that permits data entry on a ruggedized tablet computer, instantaneous review, persistent and Navy-wide data
storage, and improved reporting capabilities.  The first prototypes are in use with several squadrons, and one
will be available for you during this MOVES demonstration.
 
JFOTS-M: Joint Forward Observer Training Suite – Mobile.
Presenters: Craig Smith & James Reynolds, Lab (21l)
This demo is a student thesis application that is being deployed on mobile devices. By using a tablet, users
will be able to interact with a virtual world and practice performing call-for-fire missions.
 
MMOWGLI: Massive Multiplayer Online Wargame Leveraging the Internet
Presenters: Mike Bailey and Don Brutzman, Savage Lab (267)
MMOWGLI stands for Massive Multiplayer Online Wargame Leveraging the Internet. It is a message-based
game that uses social-networking techniques to encourage innovative thinking about the future of counter-
piracy, efficient energy use, or other topics.
Following an initial game challenge, players are encouraged to initiate new ideas and react to ideas by
others.  Groups of contributors can be invited to collaboratively compare their idea cards to produce focused
Action Plans.  Players gain the most points based on their influencing others to react, rather than sheer
volume of contributions.  Thus a world-wide base of users helped “crowd source” ideas on difficult topics.
The open-source MMOWGLI game platform runs through any Web browser, enabling the broadest possible
access.  Player identity can be kept private or made public.  A cluster- based server infrastructure enables
rapid responses play by a hundred or more players simultaneously, while around-the-clock availability over




Presenter: Juanita Perez, MOVES Summer intern through STEM program with Hartnel College and
NPS, Classrooms (275 & 285)
Our Summer intern will introduce one segment of the work she has been engaged on over her 8-weeks long
internship. During that time a number of input and output devices, part of MOVES Gadgets Den resource
used in MOVES and CS classes, have been tested and appropriate web pages were made. The goal of the
entire effort is enrich the resource base and make it readily available to all MOVES students. The use of one
VR device will be demonstrated, and relevant technical and human factor issues will be comemnted. The
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visitors will have an opportunity to have a hands-on experience with the device.
 
Open-DIS: An Open Source Implementation  of the Distributed Interactive Simulation
Protocol
Presenters: Don McGregor and Don Brutzman, Savage Lab (267)
DIS is one of the most widely used protocols in Department of Defense, NATO, and allied nations real
time/virtual world modeling and simulation. Open-DIS is a free, open source implementation of the standard
in Java, C++, and C#.  The project uses a BSD-style open source license, which is non-viral and business-




Presenters: MAJ Brian Vogt & LTCOL Jonathan Alt , Classrooms (275 & 285)
This demonstration will describe and display the use of a reinforcement learning agent in a game based
environment.  The reinforcement learning agent will control the agent in the environment to learn and
execute the best policy that results in the highest reward.  The game based environments for this
demonstration are Pac Man and the Traveling Salesman.  Additionally, the demonstration will describe the
use of a reinforcement learning agent to learn a rewarded policy in UrbanSim.  UrbanSim is a
counterinsurgency practice environment used to train commanders about decision-making in a complex
environment.  The reinforcement learning agent is used to verify the simulation to ensure a proper reward
signal to the student.
 
ROGUEVIDEO Cyber Attack
Presenters: Michael Guerrero, Erik Johnson, & Ryan Lee , Lab (211)
Cyber Attack is a multi-player scenario where the players try to prevent a cyber attack from affecting the on-
scene emergency responders. This scenario requires team coordination, communication, and collaboration




Presenter: Eric Heine, Classrooms (275 & 285)
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The ROGUEVIDEO Kiosk is a single-player “kiosk-style” application. The users play the role of an on-scene
incident commander whose job is to create Exclusion Zones around a radiation leak. This 5-minute scenario
illustrates some of the capabilities of ROGUEVIDEO platform.
 
Testing the Face Controller for 3D Virtual Humans Display
Presenters: Kristina Khuu and Luana Sanches, MOVES Summer interns through STEM program
with Hartnel College and NPS, Classrooms (275 & 285)
Our two Summer interns will introduce one segment of the work they have been engaged on over their 8-
weeks long internship. They will demonstrate a range of efforts they conducted to test and evaluate solutions
provided in a new version of the Face Controller application: testing physical appearance of 6 three
dimensional models, a set of functionalities provided in the application, basic pre-determined behaviors, as
well as creating a number of specially crafted scenarios to be used in the upcoming user studies. The visitors
will have an opportunity to have a hands-on experience with the Face Controller application.
 
Untrained Forward Observer
Presenter: Capt. Regan King, Lab (212A)
The Untrained Forward Observer (UFO) Translator is a program/device that asks untrained observers a series
of simple questions and translates the answers into a Call For Fire that they can send to a Fire Direction
Center to destroy enemy targets with indirect fire.
 
Using Eye-tracking in Training Expert Navigation
Presenter: Ji Hyun Yang, Lab (212B)
Students’ these efforts using eye-tracking in Training Expert Navigation Laboratory will be presented.
Configurable brown-out simulation in X-Plane 10 will be shown in CAVE.
 
Virtual 3D Humans
Presenter: Amela Sadagic, Research Associate Professor, Lab (212A)
We will demonstrate Virtual 3D Humans, a segment of our research with 3D display solutions. The work is
initially aimed at Mixed/Augmented Reality-based live-virtual training, but has a potential for broader impact
in other domains (examples: tele-presence applications in medicine, and VR-based tele-conferencing). Our
work is focused on physically present virtual humans in 3D, without the need for HMDs or special
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time/phase/wavelength glasses. The demo will outline a series of technology related user studies focused on
usability investigations, studies of sense of presence and subjective acceptance of several different modalities
of virtual 3D humans. The work is a part of “3D Display and Capture of Humans for Live-Virtual Training”
project between the University of Central Florida, NPS MOVES Institute, and the University of North
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